LazyWorkers CS:GO Money Making Guide

With my E-book you can make money in CS:GO easy and effectively.

This E-book contains methods I have personally used to build my inventory.

You can choose your investment size either small ($2.5) or bigger ($10-$200). Obviously the size of the investment will affect your end profits. So you may be wondering, "what is the best way to invest for a profit"? Well I started off with a $3 investment and grew from there. What you need to do is go on the community marketplace and narrow down the search to Counter-strike Global Offensive. Next search for "Five Case". Now the main goal you are looking for is a five seven with a decent amount of blue. The case hardened skins contain 4 colors... Silver, gold, blue, and reddish purple.

The rarest color is blue which adds a lot more value. See this image. All case hardened skins are drawn from this map/pattern. There is 2 areas with pure clean blue that is why the “blue gems” are so rare.
Here is a basic Five-Seven that goes for $2.10+

YOU DO NOT WANT TO BUY THESE

There are 3 main rules that need to be followed when you are buying the five sevens...

1. You are only looking for a five seven with a good amount of blue
2. Do not spend more than $3 per item (This will insure you are making profit)
3. Do not buy the minimal wears and factory news as the condition only affects the brightness and not the wear of the skin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Starting at</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**Five-SeveN</td>
<td>Case Hardened (Battle-Scarred)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Five-SeveN</td>
<td>Case Hardened (Minimal Wear)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Five-SeveN</td>
<td>Case Hardened (Well-Worn)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Five-SeveN</td>
<td>Case Hardened (Factory New)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Five-SeveN</td>
<td>Case Hardened (Field-Tested)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is a five seven that you are looking for!

Some people do not know the value of the blue so they list it for a very cheap price which lets you easily resell for a profit.
Here is an example of what you should buy

You can find the 5-7's in the market but there is a 7 day waiting period. So I suggest getting them on CSGOlounge and just trade keys for the five-seven

If you can’t find one like the one in the picture just make sure 1 of the 3 positions of the five seven have blue.

Pricing per section

If you have a five seven with blue in one section try to sell for $4+

If you have blue in 2 sections sell for $7-8+

If you have blue in all 3 sections try to sell on CSGOlounge.com for 12 Keys +

Each key is $2.5 so 12 keys is $30 (And yes people do pay this!)
Now that you have the five seven (You should pay a maximum of $3) you can relist it on the market for more than you paid.

I originally bought this 5-7 for $2.20 and resold for almost 2x what I paid for it. Then of course I used that money to buy more five-sevens and then resell.

You are not limited to just the steam market to resell. Branch out to csgolounge.com or other websites and try to find buyers there!

Pro’s to this method

1. You can easily double your investment within the first sale
2. You do not need to use paypal (this method is strictly steam wallet money and keys. You don’t have to worry about limitations)
3. If you put in time searching for cheap 5-7’s you can make quite a bit of money
4. This method is 100% white hat and you do not risk getting your account trade-banned

Cons to this method

1. The money isn’t instant (You have to wait to find a buyer)
2. If you don’t put in time searching for the lower priced 5-7’s this method won’t work for you
Ok so these next methods will involve OPskins.com

This is a website where people can sell CS:GO skins for OP Points (the onsite currency).

The great thing about this is that people sell their items for dirt cheap allowing you to resell them for a profit!

For example here is just a plain Karambit going for $170 or (17,000 OP)

And you can resell for 21,000 OP or just list it on the steam market and make a quick $30 profit. Just keep doing this until you can get higher tier skins and then that’s when the money really starts rolling in.

Now you can rinse and repeat that method but if you want to make even more than that you will need to risk it. Yes I mean gamble. Now I am not saying to do this but if you win it will pay out.
With this next method you will be using OPskins.com again to find cheaper priced items that go for a lot more on gambling sites. For example I bought a M9 Fade for $250 they regularly go for $340+

Then I went on CSGOfast.com and bet my m9 which I bought for $250 but on the site it said $340 which gives me more of a chance to win without paying the "retail price"

If the max deposit for a website is 10 skins make sure you add the max amount so you can close the pot and have a better chance of winning.
Then I won a pot and made around $150 profit (can’t fit whole trade on screen)

Then I stopped betting and took my winnings. I could have made a lot more but I just decided to sell the winnings on the steam market and then bought keys and cashed out. I suggest you do the same if you win your pot. Don’t be stupid and keep betting unless you can afford the loss. If I had to recommend what you should do with the winnings I would tell you to sell all of the winnings on the steam market and buy more expensive item(s) (Example: Each skin you win may be $2 and you may win 10 of those $2 skins... Now sell them and buy a single item worth $20 which will be great adds to help trade up
to more expensive items) then trade up the knife along with the skins you bought from your winnings and go on from there making even more profit.

Here I have compiled a list of the best websites to bet on

**CSGOjackpot.com** (Huge pots, Avoid unless you want to risk a lot)

**Skinarena.com** (The pots stay around $1000 plus (sometimes higher) so avoid unless you have $300+ value)

**CSGOfast.com** (A relatively small pot website great for this method)

**CSGOgamble.com** (Another small pot website great for this method)